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Abstract
Recently, a distribution-free approach for testing parametric hypotheses based on 
unitary transformations has been suggested in Khmaladze (Ann Stat 41:2979–2993, 
2013, Bernoulli 22:563–588, 2016) and further studied in Nguyen (Metrika 80:153–
170, 2017) and Roberts (Stat Probab Lett 150:47–53, 2019). In this paper, we show 
that the transformation takes very simple form in distribution-free testing of linear 
regression. Then, we extend it to the general parametric regression with vector-val-
ued covariates.
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1  Introduction: an illustrative example with linear regression

The situation we consider in this paper is that of the classical parametric regression: 
given a sequence of pairs of random variables (Xi, Yi)

n
i=1

 , where Yi is the response 
variable, while Xi is the explanatory variable, or covariate, of this Yi , consider 
regression of Yi on Xi,

We assume that, given covariates (Xi)
n
i=1

 , the errors (�i)ni=1 are i.i.d. and have expected 
value zero and finite variance—for the sake of simplicity, we assume this variance 
equal 1.

We are interested in the classical problem of testing that the regression function 
m(x) belongs to a specified parametric family of functions (m(x, �), � ∈ Θ) , which 
depend on a finite-dimensional parameter � and which satisfy more or less usual 
regularity assumptions as functions of this �.

Yi = m(Xi) + �i.
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